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This fast-paced, no-fluff book teaches you the basics of Microsoft  Windows Vista and includes tips, shortcuts, and workarounds for Windows  veterans as well as new users, whether you're using the Home, Business,  Enterprise, or Ultimate edition of Vista. You'll find step-by-step  instructions and plenty of screenshots that guide you through Vista's  new and updated features, including the glasslike Aero interface;  instant search; the Sidebar and Gadgets; and the improved versions of  Internet Explorer, Mail, Live Messenger, Photo Gallery, Movie Maker,  and Media Player. You'll also find information on setup; installation;  upgrading from other Windows versions; troubleshooting; hardware; and  organizing your documents, music, photos, and videos. Laptop and mobile  users will learn how to connect from the road, jump onto a public  wireless network, and conserve battery power. Author Chris Fehily also  walks you through setting up a network, connecting to the Internet,  configuring routers and firewalls, and hooking up printers and other  devices. You'll learn how to use Vista's beefed-up security features to  protect your PC and network and share files while keeping personal  stuff private.
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Microsensors, MEMS and Smart DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Microsensors and MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) are revolutionising the semiconductor industry. A microsystem or the so-called "system-on-a-chip" combines microelectronic circuitry with microsensors and microactuators. This emergent field has seen the development of applications ranging from the electronic nose and...
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GPS Stochastic Modelling: Signal Quality Measures and ARMA Processes (Springer Theses)Springer, 2013

	Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), such as GPS, have become an efficient, reliable and standard tool for a wide range of applications. However, when processing GNSS data, the stochastic model characterising the precision of observations and the correlations between them is usually simplified and incomplete, leading to overly...
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Meeting Management (NetEffect Series)Prentice Hall, 2000
Behavioral scientists have been studying how to make meetings  more effective for decades. This book is not necessarily a breakthrough in this  study, but it does offer an applied framework for managing meetings, rather than  a theoretical one. One thing is certain: Quality of leadership is an important  determinant of meeting...
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Beginning VB.NET 2003Wrox Press, 2004
Three expert authors guide you through the basics of building working applications, creating windows and boxes, handling unexpected events, using object-oriented programming, and more. You’ll learn to use menus, toolbars, dialog boxes, and other controls in Windows applications, and how loops and branching structures function in...
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Inventory Accounting : A Comprehensive Guide (Wiley Best Practices)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The classical view of inventory data collection is that of employees filling out forms
of various kinds throughout the warehouse and production areas, which are then
forwarded to a central data entry location, where hordes of clerks keypunch the data
into a central computer database. Although this was a reasonably accurate view of...
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Selling Skills for Complete AmateursMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2008

	Nearly everyone within a company is involved in selling at one level or another. Yet, the majority of those people are not professional frontline salespeople - they have never received any training in selling or in dealing with customers. As a result, opportunities are missed and, worse, you may even have wrecked the relationship with the...
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